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We in Melbourne are not alone in facing the education problems of 
ihndr suburban schools. In Britain and the United States increas
ing attention is being paid to the T^rge groups of school children 
who are underprivileged in a variety of ways. They live in poor physical surroundings. Their parents see themselves as alienated 
from.society becdhse they, too, were not equipped to gain the 
benefits of the formal educational process through which they have passed.
The interest shown in the educationally deprived coincides with a 
concern for the number of people who live in a state of poverty 
accentuated by the increasing affluence of western societies. 
Professor Titmus has argued that we can see the,problem of poverty as the "social pathology of other peoples' progress".
The locality which we are considering today comprises the inner 
suburbs of Melbourne where thousands of low-income families are 
living in sub-standard accommodation. In a report submitted to - 
the Housing Commission in i960, eight inner suburbs were listed for immediate demolition and redevelopment, and a further large area 
was described as likely to degenerate quickly unless action could be t^ken to maintain existing standardŝ -*-) Throughout the area 
renovation of terrace houses had also taken place - but for a large proportion of the population poor conditions predominate. At this
point of *bime inner areas are being redeveloped and the Housing Commission is building high density flats, and as the cost of land 
acquisition is high, this trend is likely to be continued.
The population of this area, while including a wide range of socio
economic groups, is predominantly made up of the lower income 
groups. The continuous influx of European migrants has changed 
the demographic characteristics of the area, and is creating a challenge to such an institution as the school. The task before 
us is therefore one of understanding and appreciating the unique 
style of life of different cultural groups - both migrant and 
Australian - and using our understanding for the benefit of the child whose family values and experiences are different from the 
values and expectations held by the school.
In this talk I shall be referring in the main to deprived children 
who come from low-income and underprivileged homes - because these are the children who apparently benefit least from the educational 
system as it stands today.
Professor Henderson - Director of the Institute of Applied Economic 
Research at Melbourne University - estimates that 38,00Q children 
under 15 years in the Melbourne area are growing up in poverty.The figure is contained in an interim report on a survey of 
living conditions in Melbourne begun 3^ years ago and expected to be completed in 18 months' time^ There is a high incidence of poverty among families consisting of a widow or deserted wife 
with dependent children, and among large families and invalid' 
pensioners. A provisional estimate showed that 4% of adults of working age were in poverty, but for children under 15 years 
about 6% were in poverty.
The effects of poverty are immeasurable and widely spread. When 
one considers that these sections of the population are living on 
I}.ow wd^es qr benefits and are paying exorbitant rents for grossly 
inadequate housing,- it ddes not require much imagination to 
realise *bhe knife-edge existence With which many have to contend. 
Families in such circumstances fihd that their energies are
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channelled into surviving from day to day and from week to week, 
and *t!here is no let-up. Recently I visited a. mother of six 
children whose husband was an invalid pensioner. In quiet tones 
she told me that they had run out of food as they had to pay the overdue gas bill, and the next pension cheque would not come in for 
two days. The children came in from school while I was there and, one by one, poked their heads into the cupboard. There was nothing 
to eat in it. On the shelves were two tins of soup and a few pack
ets of cake mix - but no eggs to make up the mix. Passively she 
told them that there was no bread. This was not an uncommon experience for these children.
A London County Cpuncil report on school pupils in 1959 showed that 
children from large families are below average for weight and size, 
and the amount by which they are below the average correlates 
positively with the size of the family. The report concluded: 
"Poverty undermines the healtlj. of expectant mothers and, through inadequate diet aiid overcrowding, the health of children".(2)
It is therefore not surprising that the value system of a poor 
family reflects the daily concrete needs fop fqqd. qlothing and 
shelter. In 1961 the Family Services Committee of the Victorian Council of Social Service published the. study "How 56 Lpw-Income 
Families Live". Most of these families were in debt: 'Threats
of eviction and fuel cut-offs were not infrequent .... they are unable to afford sufficient of the protective foods .... clothing 
is limited and of poor quality and the provision of footwear* is a major problem .... the biggest qingle factor contributing to hardship is illness'. (3.)
The psychological effects are fab-reaching, Chronic anxiety is 
shown directly - not being able to sleep for worry; drinking to 
excess to escape the horrible realities which crowd into conscious
ness; indirectly in the form of non-specific but very beal maladies 
- continual stomach upsets, pains of various kinds, and a tendency 
towards accident pronehess. People who experience poverty react 
in normal ways to impossible situations. One family struggling 
to piake ends meet will have a wild spendiiig spree when some extra 
money comes their ?/ay - a natubdl release from continuous material 
deprivation. Another family will never let go. They will exer
cise infinite and unvarying control - but take a look at the faces 
of these parents - and ydu can see that the practice of phenomenal 
restraint over a period of time takes its toll.
This is the group of people vulnerable to every contingency. These 
families ban never indulge in the illusion that they are completely 
masters of their own destiny. Enforced dependence dUring emergen
cies on outside forms of help lead to feelings of frustration and incompetence, in turn giving rise to lowered self-esteem and lack 
of confidence. Thd children, too, are caught up in tdis vicious 
circle. Patterns of failure are laid down and learned through 
the economic climate produced by economic stress. Parents unable to give to theib childben the things they both want and need feel 
terribly inadequate. They may rpact to this situation by making 
hostile demands upon the resources of others, or they may be unable to request help and maintain a proud and -uncompromising independence. Without adequate outlets for self-expression and 
initiative, destructive patterns of behaviour all too readily 
develop.
It is worth commenting here upon the large families which are 
characteristic of many low-income families. Frequently the remark is made "Why do 'they' have so many children when they can't 
afford them?". Childben bring fulfillment and a sense of purpose. 
Mothers with little confidence in other areas of their life get 
tremendous satisfaction from their children who, in turn, shield
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them from a hostile world. Of course, hearing unwanted children is a great problem - but the other side of the story should be remembered.
Many parents want for their children that which they have not had 
for themselves. Such a desire is not peculiar to poor families, 
but is possibly felt more deeply by them because of the setbacks 
they have experienced in childhood. Deprived parents want their 
children to have 'an education' but so often this desire is on 
the level of wishing only, because deep down they do not believe that their children can really break out of thpcircle. Hence an 
apparent acceptance of their situation, and an ambivalent atti
tude toward education.
Some characteristics of underprivileged children.
Where there are large families children often come in quick success
ion, with the result that the intense parent-child relationship 
is infrequent. Limits are placed on a child's activities in a crowded home. Therefore his opportunity for exploration and 
experimentation will ]3e curtailed, and self-expression will not 
be ehcouraged. Physical discipline is more frequently used, and thebe is lesp accent on the individual.
In the school holidays I visited a mother of 12 children. One of 
her sons came into the room while we were talking and started to 
build up the fire. "You've been good today, haven't you?" she 
said. Then she took another look and ddded, "Oh, I thought you 
were Bob! No, you're the one who's been bad today!" Turning 
to me she said, "Really, Miss Scouller, they WILL wear each other's jumpers and I can never tell one from the other".
Middle class children develop skills gradually through their 
parents' encouragement, as a preparation for a future time when 
they will need to use them. Deprived children, on the other 
hand, are expected to assume total responsibility for certain 
tasks when necessity demandst There is no gradual preparation.
They are hurled into a new situation and expected to cope.
The child tends to see problems as being caused externally rather 
than internally. In other wopds, he is less introspective than 
his middle-class counterpart. It follows, too, that with all 
the effort and energy which is required to cope with dqily life 
pressures, the child is not so much concerned about getting ahead as getting by. You cannot move on unless you feel relatively secure. The deprived child finds little impetus to strive to
wards individualistic methods of improving himself. Therefore status, and fhp prestige which follows, are irrelevant to him.
As a reflection of the extremes whidh he meets in his own life, 
he has a "black end white" way of looking at things. Because of a strong identification with his family, he does not want 
to succeed at its expense. Sharing takes precedence over 
individual prowess.
Now let us look more closely at the ramifications of these more general considerations in terms of the way many deprived children 
will think, feel, speak and act. The practical orientation of 
the deprived child does not encourage the development of abstract ideas. He tends to think by doing things through manipulating 
objects. He is more likely to be rewarded for practical actions.At home the conversations he hears are on a concrete level.
Facts may be learned, but relationships between facts are not 
appreciated. Rarely will he hear the fu^ly reported news on the radio or T.V. There will be few books and magazines - at 
the most, a newspaper. In a poor home there are no extras, and 
all too frequently not even the necessities for minimum comfprt. 
There may not be a clock, and it is unlikely that there will be 
pictures pn the wall. Professor Frank Riessman'^ teacher and
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psychologist - points out that most of us have learned to appreciate abstractions for their own sake. Deprived children, on the other 
hand, need to have the abstract constantly and intimately pinned 
to the immediate, the sensory and the topical. With practice, they too are able to generalise and form abstractions, but at the 
start they need to begin with the concrete and immediate, and work from there.
Verbal Ability.
It is generally believed that the underprivileged individual uses 
a more limited range of vocabulary than his middle class counter
part. Basil Bernsteih, a British sociologist, has made a most 
interesting analysis of this question. He states that we all use 
a restricted language code in our closest personal relationships. 
This consists of short, sharp, and at times unfinished sentences,
It is also characterised by frequent use of conjunctions and straightforward commands and questions. Middle class individuals, 
on the other hand, tend to use - in addition - a more elaborate 
code which includes the ability to express feelings through the 
use of language. Nonetheless, disadvantaged individuals are 
not as non-verbal as is generally thought. True, they are less * word-bound' - but they are able to give vivid descriptions rich 
in the use of simile and metaphor. For example, the man who was 
describing his existence to ohe of my colleagues and commented:"No, I'm not in a rut - I'm in a pothole".
The mode of language used by an individual is an important deter
minant as to the response which will be evoked. A child who is 
polite and utilises appropriate "middle class" phraseology when 
in trouble is more likely to be excused than the child whose 
verbal expression is unconventional and abrupt. Both teachers 
and social workers need to be awarp of their own value bias, as 
this can interfere with the understanding and interpretation of another person's language and behaviour. After all, both profess
ions tend to be recruited from middle class groups, and those who 
come from lower socio-economic backgrounds have absorbed middle dlass values during training.
Reading Ability.
Underprivileged children are notoriously poor readers. The stimulus 
material is grossly lacking or absent in the home. Sometimes the 
parents are unable to read themselves. In the case of deprived 
migrant children this problem is aopentuated by language diffic
ulties. As in everything else, the underprivileged child has to be motivated to develop reading skills. I sometimes come across a child in a poor home avidly reading a book on some 
subject which comes close to his interest and experience with 
a tenacious.single-mindedness of purpose.
Perception of School by parents of underprivileged children.
The reaction of such parents to the child starting school can vary considerably. "He'll be off my hands"...."Now I can go to work" 
....or "He needs more outlet than I can give him" - reflect different attitudes.
But in a middle class fqmily, the school is accepted as a necessary and complete part of thq child's existence. The value of going 
to school is not questioned. The child has been prepared for 
this momentous event in many small but significant ways. He is 
rewarded for tasks successfully completed, and his achievements 
in the present aî e linked to th& future when he will be a "big 
boy" (and be privileged to go to school). Thus the basis for 
continuity between the world of hoipe and the new life of the 
school is established.
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In contrast, the underprivileged chi]!,d has to m ^ e  the transition 
from home to school virtually unaided. His parents may know 
what they want for him in general terms, bdt they cannbt help him 
on the way "because they, themselves, have little experience on 
which to draw. Added to these difficulties, the parents' attitude clearly indicates to the child that it is a struggle to send 
him to school, and certainly to keep him there for any length of 
time. The mother canpot afford necessities at home, much less the little extras for school which other children take for granted.
Many migrant children, on the other hand, are motivated to get on 
at school. Their parents see education as a doorway to a better future. Whether op not these children succeed or fail at school probably depends to some extent on the strength of parental 
expectancies, which in turn relate to their background and the 
balance between their old and new attitudes.
More than 30% of Australian students leave school at or before the 
age of 15 years, and more than 60% at or before the dge of 16 
years. Dr. Radford's'5)study between 1959 and I960, on school 
leavers in Australia indicates that it is highly improbable that 
less than 2% of sons and less than 1% of daughters of unskilled 
and semi-skilled fathers have the ability to do University wdrk.
In other words, potential talent is not being developed.
It would seem clear that we are not offering children from poorer homes the opportunity to attain the standards oi* education of 
which they are papable. , Why do sbme deprived children apparently 
start off well at school,(6)but drop back sharply at the late 
primary and early secondary level? I would like to suggest some 
reasons with reference to the child's home background.
In the first place, education - which in theory is free - is in 
fact expensive. Education costs which may be a source of anxiety 
to middle class parents can literally be the strain which breaks 
the campl's back for disadvantaged parents. Mrs. Judith O'Neill 
of the Brotherhood of St Laurence - co-author of 'High Diving', 
a study of life in Flats just about to be released - is in the process of writing up a study on the costs df education which 
will demonstrate this further.
As the child grows older he becomes more aware of the circumstances 
of his existence and t^e status of his family. He compares himself 
unfavourably with others from more advantaged homes, and he begins to have doubts about himself. The first time he is not able to 
bring 20 cents to school, as requested, it's not too bad. But 
when this happens again and again, coupled with his inability to 
match up to other school requirements, he begins to lose confid
ence in himself. As a result, school work may deteriorate. The teacher may then lower his expectations of the child, thus confirming the poor image the child holds of himself.
For the deprived child coming from an unstable home, the teacher 
can be an appropriate adult figure with whom we can identify, yet 
frequent changed bf staff cut across this possibility, and the 
child loses an opportunity to find security and to develop a more 
positive attitude to learning. In inner areas there is little 
contact between the school and the families of deprived children. 
Consequently the development of loyalties to the school is quite limited except in cases of special effort or luck. I rather 
like the example of Chicago's Carver High School - a school in the middle of a public housing area. This school managed to 
win the State basketball championship - and what happened? The 
leaving rate.dropped dramatically!
These parents tend to sec education in terms of the concrete result 
at the end of it, and are suspicious of learning for its own sake. 
The child's vocational bias i^ in conflict with the academic
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emphasis ih the school. If the child is apparently able to bridge 
the culture gap and is applying himself well at school, he is 
caught in a dilemma which becomes greater the more he moves away from his parents and toward the school. Either he cuts himself 
off from the yalues held by his parents, with consequent loss of 
family security, and "goes it alone" - or he may retreat, from 
his uncomfortable position , deny his potential, re-aUgn his 
sights wi'th those of his parents, and lower his goals. The psychologist Gustav JahodavJ in 196b- reports his findings in a 
well-controlled study which Clearly supported the view that work
ing class boys remaining in a working class environment tend to 
lose further ground in vocabulary performance between the ages of 
10 and 14 years. This gives further emphasis to the relationship 
between motivation and attainment. The disadvantaged child is 
expected by his parents anp. his social group to prepare himself to leave school early with a view to becoming financially inde
pendent as soon as possible.
Problems of Disadvantaged Parents.
Parents do not belong to parents' organisations partly because of 
incompatible demands of hbme (thq mother may be working, and there 
are many children to care " ' ' *tly becausb of a dearth of
hampered by language difficulties, and a lack of understanding 
as to the essential purpose of such organisations in our community. 
At a recent parents' meeting held in an inner suburban school 
with 340 pupils, 56 parents attended, but approximately half of these came from middle income groups.
Financing Schools.

Many parents in inner areas do-not, and cannot, fulfil their 
role of contributing to the school's material needs - with the 
result that their children suffer in a double sense - they come 
from poor homes, and attend schools with limited resources.
Their children's future.
Parents' attitudes influence children at a time when the child is 
making the Unconscious choice.betweeh considering school as 
relevant or irrelevant to his life. Yet tangible rewards for 
a good student, in the form of scholarships, are not offered 
early enough to enable the child's parents to consider object
ively whether dr not he couH be given a ldnger "try" at school.
For example, the Commonwealth Secondary Scholarship, tenable in Forms V and VI, comes too late to catch the socially handicapped 
child at a crucial point in his development. The Jpnlor Scholar
ships are not of sufficient worth to make a significant difference 
one way or the others
Parents are expected to know what education can bring for their 
children yet they are not advised early enough as to the kind of jobs and careers which are offering.
What can be done?
Making up for a bad start requires activity at many levels.
Parents need practical help before they can become involved in 
the education proceed of their children.
In the inner Londoh Boroughs the School Care' Committees are an integral part of the school system. Some Committee members are 
parents themselves. Their duties consist of organising school meals, and visiting families who^e problems have come to the 
attention of the teacher and school authorities. The overall 
work is supervised by a social worker - in this context called 
the 'School Care Organiser'. She is represented on the Borough's

experience with this kind Migrant parents are
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co-ordinating committee where families whose problems have pene
trated many parts of the community service network are discussed 
by those involved in the case; e.g., the Child Care Worker, the Probation Officer, and perhaps the Housing Welfare Officer.
School meals are provided, at a graduated cost to the parents.
It is worth noting that there is provision in the Victorian 
Education Act - under Part II, Division V - for school meals to be provided.
Parents need to be involved with their children's education.
They also need to feel a sense of achievement themselves.
An example of this was the English classes for migrant families 
held in the Latrobe Valley, which enabled parents to keep abreast 
of their children's increasing language skills, as well as openingthe door to a neW and different culture.)
In the United States an imaginative programme called 'Operation 
Reach' is taking place at North Brentwood School, D.C., which has a predominantly negro population. The programme, begun in March 
1966, aims at raiding the educational achievement of both child 
and parent, and consists of evening classes for 350 school age 
children, and approximately 65 adults. The adults learn sewing, typing, reading, writing, and modern mathematics. The children 
receive tuition in topics concerning daily living....^they are 
able, also, to complete their homework in surroundings conducive 
to reasonable concentration. At community meetihgs, which 
involve parents as well as teachers, thdpe are discussions on the school programme and other matters of general interest. Also 
involved in the programme is a full-time social worker who assists 
with personal problems and does a lot of home visiting.
In Victoria, social workers attached to the Education Department 
could act as a link between the school and parents by interpret
ing the role of the school to the parents, and the family's patterh of living to the teacher.
Any worthwhile scheme of innovation costs a lot of money. In 
Australia, large scale programmes in language or general education 
for, say, migrant parents and children wbuld require that the 
Commonwealth Government "come *bo tho^arty" with some form of 
financial assistance. After all, the Commonwealth Government 
does have a continuing responsibility for t^e migrants it has 
already brought to this country.
Needs for the future.
Our greatest problem is the piecemeal development of our education 
and social services. Future needs are not anticipated - they are 
met as they arise in an 'ad hoc' fashion. Hence the anomalies 
which beset our social system. Community organisation requires collaboration between members of different disciplines who 
contribute to community planning in varied ways. As a community we plunge ahead with action, but rarely sit back and assess the effects of our work oh other areas of life.

Children from poor and underprivileged homes 
need more than the promise of education dangling from the tree tops. These children need ladders 
provided by an enlightened community bent on 
opportunity for all.
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